Hotsy High-Pressure Cleaning Equipment
The Undisputed Leader in North America

Nothing Cleans Like a Hotsy!

Industrial-Grade Pressure Washers Known For Perfor

You can trust the Hotsy name. It’s the #1 Brand in
An extended and deep product line to meet any need
Hotsy has over 100 models of hot water and cold water pressure washers in a
variety of fuel options, electrical
configurations and portability. But
so does the competition. That’s
not what makes Hotsy better - it’s
our depth of product line, our
knowledgeable dealer network,
their commitment to service
excellence, and our rich history
of providing cleaning solutions.
From custom washing systems to
trailer mounted mobile cleaning
options, it’s easy to see why Hotsy
is the brand leader.

Detergents Specifically for Pressure Washers
Hotsy detergents are biodegradable and specially formulated for use in hot and cold
water pressure washers. You’ll find over 40 formulations, customized for specific
cleaning applications. Many are Kosher and CFIA approved.
Hotsy detergents are super concentrated with plenty of cleaning power built in. In
fact, five gallons of Hotsy Detergent makes up to 600 gallons of cleaning solution!
By using Hotsy detergents metered at
higher dilutions ratios, you get more
bang for your buck and better wash
results - all while saving you money.

Convenient Sizes & Delivery
Right to Your Door

Hotsy detergents are available in 5-gallon pails, 55-gallon drums and large 200
to 1,000 gallon bulk totes. All Hotsy
detergents are economically priced and
delivered right to your door. Ask us about our scheduled delivery plans.

Accessories For Faster Cleaning
Hotsy accessories can provide faster, more efficient cleaning. Some of the most
common accessories are:
Hose reels - 360° pivot and non-pivot reels can hold up to 200 feet of hose.
Reels can be mounted to a wall or directly to a pressure washer for portable applications.
Telescoping wands - 6 to 24 foot extension
wands, are ideal for high or hard-to-reach
cleaning areas. They can be used with any
pressure washer up to 4000 PSI.
Flat surface cleaners - designed for use with
most hot and cold water pressure washers,
and are ideal for cleaning floors, parking lots,
warehouse floors, trailer floors and more.
Turbo nozzles - high-pressure nozzles blast
away dirt effortlessly and quickly with a jackhammer effect.

rmance & Durability....Hotsy, it’s what the Pros Use.
in North America used in a variety of commercial & industrial applications.
High-efficiency upright burner - provides maximum efficiency for fast heating, easy venting in indoor applications, plus
excellent fuel economy. Heat rises..it makes sense to have an
upright burner, right?

Best Warranty in the industry - the heating coils carry a
5-year warranty and a 7-year warranty on the oil end of the
Hotsy pump, as well as a lifetime warranty on the brass manifold. One year parts & labor.

Hotsy manufactures our own heating coils - Hotsy manufacturer’s 16 heating coils out of superior grade schedule 80
steel. The different sizes allow the washer to come to temperature faster based on the flow rate (gallons per minute).

ETL Certified - all Hotsy standard pressure washers are ETLCertified, which means they are engineered for safety and
held to a higher standard. Many other brands do not have
this certification.

Hotsy manufactures our own burners - Hotsy Crossfire oil
burners are a leader in performance reliability, and energy efficiency. With industry exclusive features that are easy to install
and provide a durable, maintenance free package.

Hotsy manufactures our own pumps - Hotsy high-pressure
pumps feature seals in the high-pressure packing assembly
that are “nested” in place, supporting the side walls and
resulting in greatly increased seal life. We call it NESTechnology™.

What Makes Hotsy So Different?

The Hotsy
Advantage

1. Welded frames Hotsy frames are
welded. They hold up to vibration and
are stronger than frames held together
with nuts and bolts.
2.	high pressure pump Hotsy manufactures its own pumps, with a 7-year warranty on the oil end of the Hotsy pump
as well as a lifetime warranty on the
brass manifold.
3. Belts High-grade, notched belts operate
cooler and have added surface area to
prevent slippage.
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5. Vibration Dampening Mounting
plates reduce engine vibration and thus
extend the life of the unit.
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6. motor Hotsy only uses name brand
motors and engines– Honda, Subaru,
Vanguard, and Baldor.

8.	combustion chamber Hotsy combustion chambers are extra-efficient as
they vent heat upwards through the vertical coil.
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13. polyethylene fuel tanks Hotsy’s
cross-linked polyethylene fuel tanks will
not rust, decompose or draw condensation, providing a significantly longer life
than competitors’ metal tanks.
14. Trigger Gun The Hotsy trigger gun is
ergonomically designed to prevent fatigue
and allows for easy maintenance.
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9.	thermostat Hotsy pressure washers use thermostats for convenience in
adjusting the temperature. This saves fuel
without compromising cleaning power.

Scan to visit the
Hotsy Video Library

11. Rocker switches Hotsy uses lowvoltage rocker switches, which are more
reliable and less expensive to service than
combination barrel switches.
12.	powder coated paint surfaces
All metal surfaces are phosphatized, then
powder coated to ensure excellent paint
adherence, protection and longevity.
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4.	Pulleys Hotsy cast iron pulleys are
sturdy and easy to adjust.

7.	Heating coil Hotsy has 16 different
coils which are sized to come to temperature faster based on the flow rate
(gallons per minute) of the machine. The
upright heating coil is also more fuel
efficient than horizontal coils. 5-year warranty.

10. transparent plastic bowl fuel
filter
Hotsy’s transparent plastic bowl fuel filter
allows the operator to see and remove
any sediment or water in the fuel to protect the burner.

15. Wand All Hotsy wands are chrome plated for durability. Hot water units come
with insulated wands.
16.	hoses Hotsy hoses are rated beyond
the working pressure of the machine.
They have a burst rating of four times the
working pressure. Hotsy uses only reliable, long-lasting Class A rated pressure
hoses.

The Industry’s Best Dealer Network!
Hotsy has the most knowledgeable and
responsive Dealer network in the country
Hotsy has become the #1 pressure washer brand due in large part to our
network of authorized dealers located throughout North America. Your local
Hotsy dealer has a tremendous amount of hands-on cleaning knowledge,
while providing the utmost in customer service. With so many models available, deciding which one you need is often overwhelming. Why worry when
you can trust the expertise of your local cleaning specialist?

Service after the sale
When you invest in a pressure washer from a Hotsy dealer, you have the assurance of knowing that your Hotsy has been assembled, tested and fine-tuned
before delivery. Plus, your local dealer is there for service and support after the
sale. You won’t find this at a big box retailer or when ordering from a low cost
online store.
Technicians are on the road daily with a fully stocked service vehicle, performing repairs and scheduled maintenance at your location, as well as in-house.
Hotsy products carry one of the best warranties in the industry. When you
need warranty service, there are over 160 local Hotsy dealerships across the
country who will quickly have your equipment up and running.
Your local Hotsy dealer is a one-stop shop for cleaning equipment:

• Pressure Washers
• Genuine Replacement Parts
• Time-Saving Accessories
• Detergents
• On-Site or In-Shop Service & Repair
• Installations
• Mobile Cleaning Equipment
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